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Chiropractic helps 4.5 million Canadians a year get back to
living healthy, active lives. We help ease the burden on the
health care system, so you can deliver the right care, right
when it’s needed. Learn more at www.chiropractic.on.ca.
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Who doesn’t love a challenge?
When the idea for this special, celebratory BPG issue of
Registered Nurse Journal first emerged last July, the prospect of
fitting almost a decade of guideline research and development
into 12 pages of the magazine was a bit daunting.Thousands of
volunteer hours from thousands of nurses and other health-care
professionals have gone into the ground-breaking BPG program,
and it would be virtually impossible to tell the story of every
person who has contributed to its success.
The nurses you’ll meet in this issue represent a small sampling of those involved in
the program. They’ve worked on different guidelines, in different communities, and
in different roles. But they all have one thing in common: a passion for promoting
evidence-based practice.When you speak to these RNs, the tremendous sense of pride
they have in their work is evident.They love what they’ve been able to accomplish since
the Ontario Nursing Task Force first recommended clinical guidelines in 1998.
When I arrived as editorial assistant at RNAO in 2001, it had been three years since
government funding for BPGs was announced. The association was preparing for its
first conference, and getting ready for the release of the first four guidelines. It was an
exciting time for nurses.
New to the association, I didn’t have an appreciation for what the excitement was all
about. Seven years later, I do. And I too am excited about the knowledge behind each
and every one of RNAO’s 31 BPGs. I also share in that sense of pride that nurses have
contributed something very special to the health-care system not just in Ontario, but
also around the world.
It’s not hard to imagine that, given the program’s continuous and profound growth
over the past decade, some members may have trouble keeping track of who’s doing
what, why they’re doing it, and what impact it will have on their practice.We hope this
issue of the magazine helps to answer some of those questions. We also hope that in
addition to congratulating the thousands of nurses who have brought BPGs to life, this
special collectors’ item engages and excites all nurses about the possibilities for best
practice now and in the future.
Here’s to another decade of success – and to you for becoming part of it.
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P r e s i d e n t ’s Vi e w w i t h M a r y F e r g u s o n - P a r é

Many wonderful milestones
define my time as president
Looking back on my
two years as president
of RNAO, one of the
things for which I will
be forever grateful is
how much I have learned from you. Much
of this education has
come from listening. It was something that I
vowed to do when I was first interviewed in
this Journal in April of 2006 and something I
am proud to say I have accomplished. For
me, listening and leadership go hand in
hand, so it was important that my mandate
reflect the voice of you, the members.
One of the first examples of listening
involved resolution #1, a call for members
to engage in an open and transparent consultation about RNAO’s relations with the
Canadian Nurses Association (CNA). As a
result of that consultation, we learned that
our partnership with CNA was – and still is
– important to our members. It was also
clear that nurses wanted to see more concrete action from CNA in the areas of
Medicare and the social determinants of
health. Although the relationship between
CNA and RNAO is a positive one, our
national body has more work to do to
become the advocacy voice we all desire.
Your views in this regard guided the decision-making of the board throughout my
term. And, as a result of your sage advice, I
feel we have built a stronger relationship
with CNA.
You told us that Canadians need to hear a
strong voice in support of our publicly funded system. That’s why, after presenting the
concept at the CNA board, we will soon
launch a national group called Nurses for
Medicare. This movement, led by RNAO,
will actively mobilize nurses and friends of
nurses across Canada to defend our healthcare system and advocate for public policies
that strengthen it.
Here at home, our advocacy work has
been focused on reducing poverty, improving the environment and calling for a greater
focus on illness prevention and health pro-

motion.We’ve also pushed for a moratorium
on private/public partnerships (P3s) as a way
of funding our public hospitals, and for an
end to competitive bidding in home care.
During my time in office, I’ve witnessed
positive policy initiatives that support the
nursing workforce. I remember back in May
2006, while attending one of my first press
conferences as your new president, an
announcement made by Minister Smitherman about the Nursing Graduate Guarantee. This was something RNAO had
called for years earlier. The program began
in 2007 and is now expanding due to its success.This is incredible news because we need

“As a board member
and as president of
RNAO, I have learned
that we are truly a
grassroots democracy.
This is our power
and our strength.”

tomorrow’s nurses to know they can find
full-time work in their home province.The
Nursing Graduate Guarantee provides a head
start for those beginning their careers, but we
cannot ignore those in the workforce who
do not have full-time work.We will not rest
until the number of nurses working full time
in Ontario reaches 70 per cent.
One of the most pleasing milestones during my tenure as president was news that the
first nurse practitioner-led clinic was opening in Sudbury. What a quantum leap for
primary care in Ontario, and in Canada.We
will continue to help move the nursing profession forward by proposing 25 new nurse
practitioner-led clinics and a commitment to
increase the nursing workforce by 9,000

nurses. These are now part of the Liberal
government platform and I am confident
that once these promises are realized, they
will enable us to more fully meet the care
needs of all Ontarians.
I’m very proud of our leadership in
building and disseminating clinical and
healthy work environment best practice
guidelines (BPG) that advance nursing practice far beyond Ontario. Recognition for this
work and our sphere of influence is global. I
want to take a moment to acknowledge the
tremendous people behind the BPG team
and the amazing work they are doing to
build respect for nurses’ clinical knowledge
and improve patient care.
Through my time as a board member
and as president of RNAO, I have learned
that we are truly a grassroots democracy.
This is our power and our strength. The
association’s approach to health-care issues,
including the nursing workforce, is enabled
by our solidarity. Thank you to members
for your support, and thank you to my fellow
board members, Executive Director Doris
Grinspun, and the staff at home office for
their incredible leadership and hard work.
Although I am stepping down as president,I will not be far away.I want to wish our
next president,Wendy Fucile, well as we continue to work together to make RNAO even
stronger by speaking out for health and
speaking out for nursing. I would also like to
leave you with the words of Rainer Maria
Rilke, author of Letters to a Young Poet:“If we
think of this existence of the individual as a
larger or smaller room, it appears evident that
most people learn to know only a corner of
their room, a place by the window, a strip of
floor on which they walk up and down.”
This is not our path at RNAO. It is not for us
to watch through the window.We have great
capacity and reach in our future, and we will
realize it not as observers but as active participants in the world. Be courageous my colleagues. Keep up the great work. RN
MARY FERGUSON-PARÉ, RN, PhD, CHE,
IS PRESIDENT OF RNAO.
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Mailbag
Abusive behaviour in our noble
profession unacceptable
Re:The gift of respect, January/February 2008
As a 78-year-old, 1951 nursing graduate, I
share Mary Ferguson-Paré’s shock and disgust in hearing about the level of abuse
nurses and nursing students are experiencing in their work and learning environments. It is true that with advanced technology, sicker patients requiring more
complex care, greater responsibilities, and
heavier workloads, nurses are under progressively higher levels of stress. However,
nursing is a noble profession and nurses
are professional people who must always
strive against all adversities to uphold professional behaviour. Pride in our profession should be one of our greatest
strengths. It is time for us to consider the
golden rule most of us learned at our
mother’s knee – to treat people the way
we would like them to treat us.We will all
likely need the gentle care of a competent
and compassionate nurse. I’m sure none of
us really wants to see our nursing profession deteriorate to anything less. Those
who choose nursing as their profession are
to be admired. They truly deserve to be
encouraged and treated with respect. We
really need them and it is ludicrous to give
them reason to give up.
Leone M. Johnson
Tiverton, Ontario

cern I fully share – related to the lack of
RNs suffer in silence when abuse
comes from managers
respect and abusive behaviour in work and
learning environments. Your candid article
Re:The gift of respect, January/February 2008
goes a long way in naming this shocking and
I wholeheartedly agree that we need to
destructive behaviour and encouraging us to
work together to end workplace bullying. I
accept our responsibility to ‘draw the line’
have heard stories of staff-nurse to staff-nurse
both personally and professionally.
abuse but the incidents of nurse-manager to
Wynne de Jong
staff-nurse abuse are more predominant.The
Toronto, Ontario
victims in these cases are experienced nurses
who have suffered in silence for fear of
reprisal. They have spent
Kudos to RNAO for pushtheir careers in a culture that Registered Nurse ing ban on pesticides
allows this type of behavRe: RNAO joins health and enviiour. I have been the victim
ronmental groups in pressing for a
GOOD
of such abuse by a nurse
ban on pesticides,
HEALTH
IS MORE
manager. This victimization
January/February 2008
THAN
evolved over a period of
Congratulations to RNAO for
GOOD
GENES
three years and during this
taking a stand with the governtime I would look within
ment on ‘cosmetic’ pesticide use
myself for signs of what I
in Ontario. I am proud to know
was doing wrong. Since I
that my professional organization
could not stop the victimhas the courage and moral fibre
ization, I gave up my full-time job and transto hold the government accountable. In
fered to a part-time job on another unit. I
Orillia, despite efforts of a citizen action
am very happy that the younger generation
group and the medical community, the city
of nurses is more courageous than my genfathers continue to neglect what must cereration, and is speaking up about this issue.
tainly be, in their hearts, the right decision.
Name withheld by request
How important can a perfect lawn be? How
can the success of lawn care businesses be
more important than our children’s (and all
Encouraging RNs to ‘draw the line’
of our) health?
Re:The gift of respect, January/February 2008
Nancy Menagh
I want to sincerely thank RNAO for conOrillia, Ontario
tinuing to voice its deep concern – a con3593-RNJ-JanFeb08v3.qxd
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Since the days of
Florence Nightingale,
nurses have advocated for
social change that leads
to better health.

NURSING WEEK CALL FOR ENTRIES
Nursing Week photo contest: ‘Show’ us what nursing means to you

We want your nursing stories too

RNAO is excited to launch its first ever Nursing Week Photo Com-

What do you love about being an RN? Why did you choose this profes-

petition, an opportunity for you to submit photographs that reflect

sion? What are the biggest challenges and greatest rewards? Is there a

what nursing means to you. We want the pictures that best illustrate

patient you’ll never forget? What’s your proudest moment?

the work that you do, your view of nursing, or your vision for the profession in the future.
Submissions will be accepted up to May 2, 2008 and posted on
RNAO’s website (www.RNAO.org) during Nursing Week (May 12-18).
Members will vote on their favourites, and prizes will be awarded.

RNAO is introducing a new Nursing Week initiative to celebrate
the profession and give non-nurses a glimpse into the challenges
and rewards of being an RN. We know that every nurse has an incredible tale to tell.
In 300 words or less, tell us about any aspect of your career that

Upload your high resolution digital files to the website or send us

you hold dear. Submissions will appear on www.RNAO.org, giving

prints with a brief explanation of what the photograph represents, where

members, the public and the media a chance to find out what nursing

it was taken, and permission to publish. Include your name, home town

is really like.

and phone number so we can contact you.
To find out more, visit the Nursing Week 2008 section of the website
or contact kkearsey@rnao.org, 1-800-268-7199/416-599-1925 ext. 233.
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For submission guidelines, visit the Nursing Week 2008 section of
the website or contact jscarrow@rnao.org, 1-800-268-7199/416-5991925 ext. 210.

E x e c u t i v e D i r e c t o r ’s D i s p a t c h w i t h D o r i s G r i n s p u n

Inspiring respect for nurses through BPGs
I am thrilled about
this special issue of
Registered Nurse Journal
and its celebration of
RNAO’s best practice
guidelines (BPG) program. In the decade
since we secured government funding, the program has achieved
astounding recognition that has far exceeded any expectation I had back in 1998.
Why have we been so successful?
Because BPGs have captured the imagination of nurses in practice, administration,
education, research and policy.We have won
the hearts and minds of nurses at all points
of care. In the community, hospitals, longterm care, and just about anywhere else,
nurses know BPGs are what we need to
move our profession to a fully evidenceinformed practice. Our biggest success to
date is that the nursing community owns
this movement and, like me, is teeming with
excitement about all it has to offer.
We have long known that nursing is the
most trusted occupation. I’m often torn,
however, to see just how much trust and
love the public has for nurses while still not
necessarily displaying the same degree of
respect for what we know and do.We need
to increase – monumentally – recognition
of the knowledge and skill nurses bring to
patient care.
The BPG movement is at the core of
this change.
The day every nurse has BPGs in their
toolkit, and the day that nurses across the
province, the nation, and the world consistently apply this knowledge to the care they
provide each patient or community, that’s
the day our profession will be as equally
respected as it is loved and trusted.
From its outset, I knew the BPG program would be a success. What I didn’t
know was just how influential it would
become. RNAO’s BPGs are respected and
admired at every turn. And we know that’s
because our guidelines include the right
combination of rigourous methodology,

solid evidence, broad engagement of the
nursing community, and recommendations
that address the clinical, work environment
and educational needs of nurses. When we
began this journey a decade ago, we set out
to achieve all these priorities through a variety of strategies, each described on the pages
of this Journal. But, dreams do not come true
without bridges to cross along the way.And
one of our most important bridges was
attracting top leaders.
I remember my first meeting with Tazim
Virani, the vibrant and determined nurse I
wanted to direct this program. I knew Tazim
had the discipline and rich intellect we

“BPGs have captured
the imagination
of nurses in practice,
administration,
education, research
and policy.”
needed to get the initiative off the ground. I
laugh now when I think back to our initial
conversation. I told her it would only be her
and I, plus one more person to support our
work. Momentum has grown so substantially that we now have 14 awesome staff members – all unwavering in their commitment
to build success.
Along the way, there have been clear
‘victory markers.’ The formation of panels
is one example. Initially, we contacted
researchers and nurses in other roles and
asked them to help us carve a sound
methodology for developing BPGs, and
viable applications. Today, hundreds of
nurses come to us and offer to contribute
countless hours of expertise.
BPG champions are another example.
These nurses have embraced evidence-based
practice and all 1,600 of them are actively

guiding implementation in their workplaces.
The same is true of organizations that have
joined our list of Best Practice Spotlight
Organizations (BPSO).They implement and
evaluate the impact of BPGs on health, clinical, organizational and system outcomes.
One just needs to join their monthly teleconferences to marvel at their achievements.
Since its humble beginnings, the BPG
program has taken on a life of its own
because of the people who have built it
from the ground up. People like Tazim,
Irmajean Bajnok, Heather McConnell, and
their very capable team are the real engine
behind this impressive operation. For all of
the determination Tazim has brought to this
program, Irmajean has brought just as much
creativity and sense of adventure. Both have
been blessed to have Heather at their side
with her superb attention to detail and hard
work. These women have put their privileged intellect, heart and soul into BPGs.
Without them, we would not be celebrating
such tremendous achievements.
A few years ago, I wrote a note that
appears on the opening pages of our BPGs.
It holds just as true today as it ever did:
“Successful uptake of BPGs requires a concerted
effort of four groups: nurses, other health-care colleagues, nurse educators and employers. After
embedding the guidelines into their minds and
hearts, knowledgeable and skillful nurses and nursing students need healthy and supportive work
environments to help bring these guidelines to
life.” This is why I ask all nurses to share
BPGs – and this issue of the Journal – with
nursing colleagues and other healthcare professionals.
There is so much to learn from one
another. Together we can ensure that all
Ontarians receive the best possible care
every time they come into contact with us.
Let’s make them the real winners of this
important effort. Then, we will have augmented the public’s trust and love with
their respect. RN
DORIS GRINSPUN, RN, MSN, PhD (cand),
O.ONT, IS EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF RNAO.
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by Stacey Hale

Nursing inthenews
RNAO & RNs weigh in on . . .

Nursing graduate guarantee extended
Health Minister George Smitherman announced on March
6 that the Liberal government would continue to fund
full-time employment for new nursing graduates in
Ontario by extending (for one-year) the Nursing Graduate
Guarantee program. The guarantee stipulates that the
Ontario government pay nursing graduate applicants’
salaries for the first six months after graduation. Employers
then pick up the costs for another six weeks of placement.
This initiative gives new nurses a total of seven-and-a-half
months of hands-on training in real-world nursing. To
date, 970 RNs and RPNs have finished the program, with 86
per cent securing full-time employment after their placement is complete. “This is a dream come true,” said RNAO
Executive Director Doris Grinspun. Ten years ago, the association began lobbying the province to start offering nurses
full-time jobs. “I predict if Ontario continues on the path it
has set for itself, we’ll be the first province to solve the
nursing shortage.” (March 6, Toronto Star)
According to Nancy Jacko, Vice-President of Medicine,
Addictions and Mental Health at North Bay and District
Hospital, the program is achieving its goal of keeping
nursing graduates in Ontario. Last year, 15 out of 18
RNs and RPNs accepted permanent positions after their
Vincent Lee, an RNAO member and president of the Nursing Students of
Ontario, talks about the benefits of the nursing graduate guarantee program
at a March 6 press conference.

placements at the northern hospital were complete.
“The paid work placement gives the new nurses a
stable launch into their careers,” she told the North
Bay Nugget. (March 8)

Ontario to ban smoking in cars
with children
On March 5, Premier Dalton McGuinty
announced legislation to be tabled this
spring that will make it illegal to smoke in a
car with children.At a press conference at
Toronto’s Hospital for Sick Children (HSC),
he said that, in the past, the government has
been wary about this sort of ban for fear it
might infringe on personal rights and freedoms. But the mounting evidence of the
dangers of smoking in cars became too
overwhelming to ignore.“The ban is great
news, along with the promise of more education for the general public,” said RNAO
member Maria Rugg, an RN at HSC and
8
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past president of RNAO’s Pediatric Nurses
Interest Group.“An hour of second hand
smoke exposure in a car is the same as giving
a child a full pack of smokes.” (March 5, 560
CFOS - Owen Sound)

seatbelts too.“We try to tell kids they
would be sad if their dad or mom wasn’t
around to bring them to school or to hockey practice,” Morin said. (Feb. 16, Timmins
Daily Press)

Nurse educates children on
seatbelt safety

Back injuries in Quinte

In February, public health nurse and
RNAO member Rene Morin spoke to
Timmins Public School students about the
importance of buckling up.They learned
that every year 10,000 children are injured
or killed in car collisions. Morin, who specializes in injury prevention, encouraged
the students to make sure their parents wear

A growing number of nurses at Quinte
Health Care (QHC) are injuring their
backs and it’s costing the hospital dearly.
Last year, 59 nurses filed WSIB claims for
back injuries due to heavy lifting.They took
anywhere from two days to six months off,
and their claims totalled $38,000. QHC
now pays increased premiums in addition
to covering the cost of replacing injured

For complete versions
of any of these stories, contact
staceyh@rnao.org.

nurses and overtime.The hospital has hired
an assistant who is part of a 12-week pilot
to instruct nurses on the proper way to lift
a patient, said RNAO member Carol
Wannamaker, QHC’s director of complex
continuing care. (Feb. 5, Belleville Intelligencer)

Nurses honoured by Prime
Minister for exceptional service

launch of the Canadian Nurses Association’s
100th anniversary year. DiPietro was recognized for her achievements as an advocate
for women, children and her nursing colleagues in Africa. Haddad received the
award for her outstanding contributions
and leadership in nursing and health
administration.And Lee was acknowledged
for the care he provided to NATO soldiers
at a Canadian field hospital in Kandahar,
Afghanistan. (Feb. 2, Hamilton Spectator,
Welland Tribune)

Website to counter illegal
medical fees

RNs Mary Jo Haddad (second from left, front), Jeff Lee
(third from left, back), and Nancy DiPietro (fourth from
left, back) receive CNA Centennial Awards on Feb. 1.

RNAO members Nancy DiPietro, Mary
Jo Haddad, and Jeff Lee were among 14
Canadian nurses honoured by Prime
Minister Stephen Harper for their contributions and achievements in strengthening
the health system for Canadians. Presentation
of their Nurse to Know Centennial Achievement
Awards took place at Toronto’s Hospital for
Sick Children and marked the official

A new website and pamphlet created by
the Canadian Federation of Nurses
Unions (CFNU) and the Canadian Union
of Public Employees aims to educate
Canadians about their Medicare rights.The
site (www.yourmedicarerights.ca) gives people
the chance to tell their stories and find out
how to challenge health-care charges considered illegal under the Canada Health Act.
“We feel as defenders of patients, we need
to give them tools, so when they’ve been
affected by these fees that shouldn’t happen,
they can apply to have their money reimbursed,” said RNAO member Linda Silas,
President of CFNU. (Feb. 5, Cornwall
Standard-Freeholder, Canadian Press)

In a letter to the editor, RNAO President
Mary Ferguson-Paré expressed support
for an independent audit of the P3financed Brampton Civic Hospital in
light of cost overruns of $300 million
and the opening of fewer beds than
were originally promised.
Hospital audit needed

Letter to the editor
Brampton Guardian, March 5, 2008
Nurses believe that the market
forces driving these kinds of business
arrangements can undermine quality
patient care. There is clear and
substantial evidence that P3s are
more expensive and result in fewer
health-care providers providing
patient and client care. In addition,
these arrangements create a new
and powerful stakeholder. In our
view, for-profit consortiums have no
business running hospitals. RNAO
believes the government should
take one additional, important step
and place a moratorium on these
projects pending the outcome of
(the audit).
Mary Ferguson-Paré,
President, RNAO

Out & About
Nurse practitioner and RNAO
member Don Gibson measured
blood pressures during Heart
Niagara’s Fit for the Future fair
on Feb. 16. Approximately
3,500 people of all ages
attended the event to play ball
hockey and soccer, run obstacle
courses, watch gymnastics and
lacrosse demonstrations, and
chat with dozens of coaches
from various sporting
associations. Gibson spent the
day counselling people on
their cholesterol, blood sugar
and blood pressure levels.

RNs Melanie Langstone (centre left) and Jennifer Storey (centre
right) were hired last spring by Oakville Trafalgar Memorial Hospital
as part of the Nursing Graduate Guarantee program. They now
work full time on the hospital’s in-patient surgery unit. During a
visit to the site on Feb. 6, RNAO Executive Director Doris Grinspun
(left) discussed how the association’s advocacy efforts have
contributed to full-time employment opportunities for new grads.
RNAO board member Sylvia Rodgers (right), Chief Nursing Officer
for Halton Healthcare Services, accompanied Grinspun on the visit.
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A CONVERSATION
WITH RNAO’S
NEXT PRESIDENT
On April 11, Wendy Fucile, Acting
Director of the School of Nursing at
Trent University, will become RNAO’s
50th president. She sat down with
Registered Nurse Journal to talk about
her goals, RNAO’s work, and the future
of nursing. BY JILL SCARROW

RNJ:Why did you decide to become a nurse?
WF: I don’t really remember ever wanting
to do anything else. My mother was a nurse
and my father was a physician. My mother
practised until she had children. Later in
her life, she worked with developmentally
handicapped children, and as a chaplain
in a hospital. I watched her integrate the
best values of nursing into that work:
acceptance, non-judgemental approaches,
listening. And those are things I think
helped shape me as a nurse, and as a person.
I think the non-judgemental piece is
tremendously critical in nursing. For example, it’s about not thinking that people who
live in poverty have done something
wrong, but rather recognizing that society
has failed them.
RNJ:You joined RNAO at the beginning of
your career, even though you were working
in rural Nova Scotia. Why did you want to
get involved?
WF: I went to the University of Western
Ontario, and one of my professors in first
year was Wendy Gerhard, who was active in
RNAO and became the president (in 1973).
10
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She taught us that it was functionally impossible to be a nurse if you were not
involved in your professional association. I
joined RNAO as an out-of-province member when I graduated in 1974.
RNJ:You’ve been active over the years at the
chapter and interest group level. During the
90s, you were on the board as member-atlarge, nursing administration. Why did you
want to run for president?
WF: I am at a place in my career where I
can devote the time to RNAO. I was a
little bit nervous. Before I actually let my
name stand, I consulted with a number of
mentors and colleagues. I was really quite
surprised, in a very pleasant way, by the
amount of support I received. I was fortunate
to have a tremendous campaign team that
helped me prepare brochures and make
phone lists. I got to speak to many, many
people through that process. There was lots
of discussion about quality of work life. It
didn’t matter who I was talking to in what
part of the province, I found the physical
exhaustion and emotional exhaustion of the
nurses caring for our most vulnerable popu-

lations at their most vulnerable moments both
moving and frightening.
RNJ: What are some of your goals for your
presidency?
WF: One of the things that has become clear
to me through my role at Trent is that there is
an opportunity to really bring together nursing’s practice and education sectors to
strengthen the relationship that currently
exists. The focus has to be on students to
ensure their experience best prepares them
for the reality of the practice setting. Also, the
defence of our publicly funded and not-forprofit health-care system is very much near
and dear to my heart. It’s under tremendous
stress right now from many forces.We need
passionate voices to defend a system that we
know, based on the evidence, works, but is
nevertheless under threat from people who,
for profit motives, would seek to destroy it.
We need to forge partnerships inside and
outside of nursing at the national level that
will allow us to succeed in preserving, and
extending, publicly funded health care. I’m
also very concerned about nurse-to-nurse
and nurse-to-student abuse. No violence is

acceptable. I’m going to want to focus on
this. I think sometimes there’s a bit of a
groundswell when issues finally get named,
and I think we may finally be at that point.
We’ve got to bring this out and deal with it.
RNJ: Why do you think people have started
to talk about violence in nursing?
WF: It may be that we have a new generation of nurses that is different. The students
I’m working with now are more empowered than I was as a student.And they are far
more inclined – and far better equipped – to
challenge accepted norms.These are bright,
intelligent, committed, young men and
women. They’re not going to put up with
stuff that it seemed normal for me to put up
with when I started nursing. Whatever the
impetus, we’ve heard (about violence) in
several different forums, and we need to deal
with it.
RNJ: Is there anything else that sets today’s
nursing students apart from experienced
RNs in the workforce?
WF: Students…are much less inclined to
just accept, and that’s a good thing. They’re

much more inclined to ask why, and that’s
also a good thing. I think the risk for us is
that…whereas people of my age saw a career
or a job as a forever event, I don’t see that
(with the younger generation) who are prepared to look at moving careers. I think this
is a more nimble and flexible group. If we
don’t get (nursing) right for them, they’ll find
somewhere else to get it right.
RNJ: What kinds of positive things do you
see happening in nursing?
WF: I see an increasing interest in nursing as
a career. People who already have a degree
are coming to nursing as a second degree and
a strong, viable career choice. I also think we
have a provincial government that understands the connection between social and
health issues and sees nursing as the very critical part of the health system that it is. I think
we’ve got support emerging in municipal
governments as well.There’s a clear recognition that the voice of nursing is not only the
voice for nurses, but it is the voice for people.
I would like to see all of us influential and
successful in improving lives, not just the
individual lives of patients, but the lives of

our communities and our country. I’d like to
see every nurse in every role working at their
full scope of practice, without any constraints
…because that’s going to move the health
system forward.
RNJ: What will RNAO’s role be in building
the profession so we can get there?
WF: I think RNAO brings voice to the
concerns, dreams and aspirations of many
nurses and we need to continue to do that. I
think it’s part of our role to push the boundaries, and to encourage the heart of nursing.
I have seen the encouraged heart of members at AGMs, as they connect and network.
Keeping alive that passion is a critical role
for RNAO.
RNJ: What is the president’s role in keeping
that passion alive?
WF: Being the president is really about
being that visible spokesperson, the face of
nursing that is prepared to stand up and
model the effects that we, as nurses, can have
on policy in this country. RN
JILL SCARROW IS STAFF WRITER AT RNAO.
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Susan Trevisan says it takes
more than a nicotine patch to quit smoking.
The public health nurse and tobacco treatment specialist at the Thunder Bay District
Health Unit sees up to five people every day
who are trying to say good-bye to cigarettes.
It’s her job to help them understand how and
why the brain remembers the good feelings
that come from taking a long drag on a cigarette. She’s also responsible for explaining
how the emotional turmoil caused by a
death in the family or a divorce can send
people searching for their lighters. Trevisan
says self-help books may explain those triggers, but it’s her job to give clients the scientific reasoning that helps them understand
the addiction a bit more. “Your own brain
sabotages you,” she says.
Some people are surprised when they
find out a nurse can help them kick the habit
through counselling that goes beyond a
brochure in the doctor’s office.Trevisan says
that can be frustrating, but as people learn
more about their health care, they’re starting
to see the knowledge and skill nurses can
offer. In fact, RNs can help people quit
smoking even if they’re not a tobacco treat12
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ment specialist, she says. Nurses who run flu
clinics, for example, have the perfect opportunity to ask people if they smoke.
“People trust nurses,” she says, and with
the right tools, RNs can play a role in reducing tobacco use.
Integrating Smoking Cessation into Daily
Nursing Practice is one of RNAO’s best practice guidelines (BPG) that gives nurses those
tools. It offers a wealth of knowledge and
research that, when shared with patients, has
a profound impact on health outcomes.
The last 10 years have brought many
changes that have cemented nursing as a
knowledge-based profession. For example, in
2000, news that a baccalaureate degree
would become a requirement for entry to
practice changed the breadth and depth of
knowledge registered nurses bring to the
workplace.And the growth and utilization of
the nurse practitioner role has given RNs the
ability to extend their practice and use their
skills so patients get more comprehensive
care and better access to the health-care system.These milestones have been instrumental
in altering the profession, and have left a profound mark on RNs – and their patients.

Added to these are RNAO’s clinical and
healthy work environment BPGs, including
the smoking cessation guideline that has
become so much a part of the work of nurses like Trevisan.
RNAO Executive Director Doris Grinspun remembers when BPGs were nothing
more than a recommendation in a 1998
Ontario Nursing Task Force report. Set up to
examine the effects of health-care reform on
the profession, this provincial task force recommended guidelines as a strategy to
enhance practice. Grinspun says she knew
RNAO could lead this initiative on behalf of
the nursing community.That’s why the association submitted a proposal to the Ministry
of Health for funding to create nursing
guidelines that would be based on the best
available evidence, analyzed by nurses, and
distributed widely to every nurse in Ontario.
The proposal suggested the guidelines be
developed in areas where nursing has an
impact on health and clinical outcomes so
they could benefit a significant number of
people.“Poll after poll shows the public considers nursing the most trustworthy of all
occupations,” Grinspun says. “BPGs are a
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RNAO’s best practice guidelines are changing
the way nurses provide care. BY JILL SCARROW

critical tool to support nurses in their dayto-day practice; and they serve to augment
that trust and love with respect for nurses’
clinical and organizational knowledge.”
The Ministry of Health, then under the
leadership of Elizabeth Witmer, saw as much
potential in BPGs as RNAO did, and, in
1999, allocated $1.5 million in multiyear funding to create a BPG project. In its

infancy, the project focused specifically on
health-care issues the government viewed as
vital, including elder care, primary health
care, mental health, home care and emergency care. By 2000, the first four BPGs
were launched. And, three years later, the
McGuinty government increased funding to
$2 million annually.
Since the BPG program began, its growth

Bringing BPGs to life
Anitta Robertson, Director of RNAO’s Centre for Professional Nursing Excellence, believes that if
you want guidelines to make a real difference for nurses and their patients, you need to bring
them to life. “People can read the guidelines, they can understand the guidelines,” she says.
“Our role is to help professionals put them into practice.”
BPGs define many of the programs offered by RNAO to health-care organizations that purchase centre membership. These organizations are entitled to a certain number of professional
development sessions that Robertson says they can tailor. If an organization is interested in ways
to help new managers master leadership skills, they may request a workshop based on RNAO’s
leadership guideline.
Earlier this year, nurses at Cambridge Memorial Hospital (CMH) focused their professional
development on the skills needed to implement 13 BPGs by 2009. RNAO’s Centre helped them
understand how change works, and why it takes everyone from administrative staff to point-ofcare nurses to get guidelines up and running. Centre Manager and RN Leigh Chapman led the
workshops, and says even the people who order equipment are an important part of guideline
implementation. The right tools need to be on the unit, she explains. Without them, nurses won’t
be able to do the assessments recommended in the guideline.
Guidelines also define large-scale events hosted by the Centre. The elder care conference,
for example, has sessions dedicated to examining BPG implementation. And there are several
week-long events that focus specifically on BPGs.
According to Robertson, some Centre events have taken on an international flavour over
the last year. RNAO has developed programs for organizations in China and Miami.
“(RNAO’s) got a pretty unique process and approach to BPGs,” she says. “It’s entirely different from what other countries are doing. That’s why we need to host these events.” RN

has been astounding.Today there are 31 clinical guidelines and six healthy workplace
BPGs that are in use all over Ontario, across
Canada and around the world. The International Affairs and Best Practice Guidelines
(IABPG) Program is expanding every year
and has grown to include thousands of RNs
who dedicate time to developing guidelines,
implementing them at work, and conducting the research to establish the difference
they make to patient care. RNAO’s BPGs
have redefined practice no matter where
nurses work or study, and they offer patients
confidence they are receiving the best
possible care.
Tazim Virani led the BPG program from
its inception. She watched those first four
BPGs get underway, and oversaw the creation of more than 20 others that are now
used in public health, primary care, hospitals,
home care, rehabilitation, long-term care and
universities around the world.
Virani says when she started making calls
to recruit experts to help develop the first four
guidelines, many people were hesitant to get
involved.Ten years ago, she says, the concept
of “evidence-based practice” was still young.
People didn’t know what it would take – or
what it would mean – to be involved in a
panel creating nursing guidelines.
That’s not the case today. In fact, most
experts are now calling RNAO to put
their names on waiting lists to develop and
review BPGs.
“RNAO has changed what people
know about guidelines,” Virani says. She
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$800,000 to RNAO in 2004 to share its
IABPG program when Virani stepped down
believes part of the reason the program has
knowledge with the rest of the country.With
in 2007. Before BPGs, she says it was up to
been so successful is because so much disthe federal funding, RNAO held BPG
individual nurses and organizations to do
cussion in health care swirls around restrucworkshops in every province outside
their own research into best practices. If an
turing and tackling issues like wait times.
Ontario, reaching more than 1,000 nurses.
organization wanted to make changes to
While these system challenges play a signifiThe events even stretched as far north as the
intravenous therapy, for example, it would
cant role in nurses’ working lives, and soluNorthwest Territories. The funding also
have to conduct literature reviews while jugtions are vital to the survival of quality
allowed several guidelines and health educagling already busy workloads.
health care, the guidelines provide an importion fact sheets (developed for patients) to be
McConnell joined the best practice team
tant validation to nurses that, in the midst of
translated into French.Virani says
larger policy debates, the clinical
the cross-country workshops
issues that drive their everyday
demonstrated that the desire to
work are getting the attention
improve best practices goes far
they need.
beyond Ontario’s borders. In fact,
“(BPGs) are extremely emshe says many workshops had long
powering.You have something to
waiting lists of RNs eager to learn
base your practice on,” she says.
more about the BPGs.
That means nurses have the latIn Saskatchewan, the guideest, most up-to-date information
lines have gone beyond workto rely on in practice, and when
shops and have become an intelobbying administrators for items
Members of RNAO’s Pressure Ulcer Prevention (PUP) collaborative,
gral part of nursing practice. Until
that impact on patient care.They including Ben Chan (centre), IABPG Director Irmajean Bajnok
last September, physician Ben
have the evidence they need to (seated, second from right), Associate Director Heather McConnell
Chan was chief executive officer
push for equipment that can help (far right, standing), and RNAO Executive Director Doris Grinspun
(second from right).
for Saskatchewan’s Health Quality
prevent pressure ulcers, for
Council. He says that during his tenure, the
in 2001 as a program manager. At the time,
instance.Although Virani no longer leads the
province acknowledged a need to reduce the
she often had to explain to colleagues how
BPG program, her work takes her into
number of pressure ulcers affecting long-term
RNAO’s guidelines differed from policies
health-care organizations where she contincare residents. In 2004, the Health Quality
and procedures nurses found in their workues to see how nurses everywhere from
Council partnered with the Saskatchewan
places. Today, she says, BPGs have become
long-term care to nursing schools have
Association of Health Organizations and
part of “nursing’s vocabulary.”
embraced the guidelines.
began looking at ways to develop BPGs that
Since McConnell joined seven years ago,
“It’s very fulfilling to know that guidewould reduce the problem. When they disthe guidelines have, in fact, become part of
lines are an accepted resource and tool that
covered RNAO had already produced comthe nursing culture not only in Ontario, but
people are using. That’s the legacy I’m so
prehensive pressure ulcer guidelines, they
all over Canada – and in both official lanproud of,” she says.
decided to adapt those instead of creating
guages.That’s thanks, in part, to ongoing supFormer community health RN Heather
their own from scratch.
port from Health Canada, which offered
McConnell became associate director of the
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In late 2004, a team of Saskatchewan
researchers put the guideline to the test. A
year-long study of seven long-term care
facilities was launched. At least 750 residents
benefited from the implementation of the
guideline, which reduced the incidence of
new pressure ulcers from six per cent to 0.2
per cent.The prevalence of pressure ulcers –
including new and existing cases in the seven
facilities – dropped by 58 per cent.
Today, Chan is CEO of the Ontario
Health Quality Council. He’ll be relying on
his experience in Saskatchewan as his organization joins the Pressure Ulcer Prevention
(PUP) collaborative, led by RNAO.This is a
project that is tapping into the expertise of
Ontario’s long-term care nurses in different
Local Health Integration Networks (LHIN).
These nurses, many of whom have extensive

experience in long-term care, a sector that
regularly deals with pressure ulcers, will educate other health-care professionals outside of
the sector about BPGs, and how they can
reduce the number of people who develop

“Ten years ago, the concept
of evidence-based practice
was still young.”
Tazim Virani, former director of
RNAO’s BPG program

pressure ulcers, and improve the quality of life
for those who already have them.
Irmajean Bajnok, Director of the IABPG
program, says the PUP collaborative is a great
example of where the future of guideline

implementation is headed. She says LHINs,
which stretch across large regions and
include all sectors of health care, incorporate
the work of many different health professionals, offering an excellent structure that
enables BPGs to change practice across all
areas of the system.
“By partnering with LHINs,” she
explains,“we can ensure that hospitals, home
health care, long-term care, public health,
and other aspects of the system are all using a
consistent approach to care based on the best
evidence embodied in the BPGs.”
Some of that work is already starting in
the North West, Champlain and South West
LHINs. In January, these regional bodies
became part of a BPG project that will see
public health nurses – including Trevisan –
educate colleagues in other health sectors on

Global community partners with RNAO to develop
expertise in BPGs
As the head of nursing at Cancer Care Ontario (CCO), Esther Green

logue with Professor José Morales from Escuela Andaluza de Salud

knows that evidence-based practice has helped hundreds

Publica to explore the possibility of a Best Practice Spotlight Organ-

cope with the pain of treatment. More than 80 per cent of

ization (BPSO) hub in Spain.

patients responding to satisfaction surveys in 2006 said their pain
was well-managed.

Some of the most extensive international work on BPGs has happened in China since 2006, when RNAO signed an agreement with the

An RNAO board member, Green doesn’t mince words about the

Chinese Nursing Association and the Beijing Nightingale Consultation

role guidelines play in cancer care, especially RNAO’s Assessment and

of Culture (BNCC) to offer workshops on leadership and management

Management of Pain BPG. She’s a vocal advocate for bringing this

development to nurses. The training is based on the healthy work

important evidence into practice and has been promoting implemen-

environment guidelines, as well as the Client Centred Care BPG.

tation even beyond Canadian borders. At a nursing conference in

“RNAO’s guidelines are helping us create better workplaces for our

Japan in 2006, she shared with international colleagues the guidelines’

nurses so they can offer the best possible care to all patients in China,”

influence on the sector, and captured the attention of Hiroko

says BNCC Chairperson Jiang Jinghui.

Komatsu, a nursing professor at St. Luke’s College of Nursing in Tokyo.

Irmajean Bajnok, Director of RNAO’s International Affairs and Best

Komatsu, who was developing a chemotherapy guideline for

Practice Guidelines (IABPG) Program, says this international work is

Japanese patients at the time, asked Green to return to Japan in 2007

just beginning. RNAO staff delivered the first workshops in the sum-

to speak at a conference for the Japanese Society of Nurses in Cancer

mer of 2007, and in the spring, will return to offer more. Next fall, for

Care. When Green arrived for that second presentation, she was

the first time ever, RNAO will co-host a conference in China focusing

armed with more information about RNAO’s BPGs. Komatsu and her

on the guidelines.

colleagues were so intrigued, they decided to visit Toronto a few
months later to talk about how they might get in on the BPG action.

According to Bajnok, requests to use BPGs keep trickling in from
around the world. Organizations in six more countries have shown

“They’re very knowledgeable individuals,” Green says of her

interest, including South Africa which wants to implement

Japanese counterparts. “They really understand the need for introduc-

Breastfeeding Best Practice Guidelines for Nurses. Interest has grown

ing evidence to change practice.”

so much, in fact, that RNAO recently launched an online global net-

RNAO Executive Director Doris Grinspun says it’s exciting to see so

work to connect people in different countries. This network compli-

many international organizations adopting the guidelines. “From the

ments the work of the Nursing International Collaboration for

beginning, we set out to share the richness of our work worldwide so

Evidence Based Implementation and Research of Guidelines (NICE-

that those who don’t have the resources to produce guidelines can

BIRG), which was created in 2001 to link international groups develop-

take ours and adapt them to their context.”

ing, implementing and researching evidence-based BPGs globally.

So far, several countries in Europe, South America and Asia have

These are important steps, Bajnok says, because they ensure RNAO’s

done just that. Italian nurses, for instance, have translated several

evidence-based BPGs are used by nurses and others to bring the best

guidelines and have implemented the Assessment and Management

possible nursing and health care to the population — locally, nationally,

of Foot Ulcers for People with Diabetes BPG. Grinspun is also in dia-

and internationally. RN
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the techniques outlined in RNAO’s smoking cessation BPG. These nurses will then
become champions for the BPG in their
own workplaces, where they can help
patients butt out.
Gwen DuBois-Wing, CEO of the North
West LHIN, says it’s a welcome initiative in
her region. “We’re excited to work with
RNAO on this project,” she says, adding she
knows patients will benefit from having 30
to 50 champions familiar with the BPG
helping them to quit smoking.
In February,Trevisan held a workshop for
colleagues, including those from the Dilico
Anishinabek Family Care Family Health
Team on the Fort William First Nation in
Thunder Bay. Trevisan says it’s important to
make connections with Dilico’s staff, and to
work together to address the challenge of
promoting smoking cessation in a culturally
sensitive way because tobacco is an important
part of some Aboriginal traditions.
“We’re using the guideline as a road map
so that all nurses at all times will engage their
clients in discussions about tobacco,” she says.
Bajnok believes nurses like Trevisan are an
important part of the BPG program’s future
direction. In fact, more projects similar to
PUP and the smoking cessation initiative are
in the works to bring the guidelines to places
where people access care. For example,
RNAO is leading a national initiative based
on the guideline that focuses on reducing
falls in older persons.The project is in partnership with the Canadian Patient Safety
Institute. RNAO hopes the BPG will help to
reduce the incidence of falls, and injury from
falls, in long-term care facilities by 40 per
cent over a one-year period.
RNAO has also begun the task of converting guidelines, including those focused
on managing pain and caring for patients
with delirium, dementia and depression,
into formats that can be easily uploaded into
personal digital assistant (PDA) devices so
nurses can access them from the palm of
their hands. Bajnok says the project will provide an opportunity to study how RNs use
the guidelines, when they use them, and
what kind of content they’re relying on.
As the scope of the IABPG program
continues to expand (there are currently
another eight clinical and healthy workplace
guidelines in the works) Bajnok notes the
importance of focusing not only on development of BPGs, but also on implementation
projects as well as research that demonstrates
the direct effect of guidelines on nursing

practice and patient outcomes. Clinical issues
like pain or constipation may not be ‘sexy’
topics that generate a lot of high-profile
research funding, she says, but they’re areas of
concern for patients. And it’s nurses these
patients will look to for help.
“Patients live with these issues day in and
day out. If you struggle with them, they consume you,” she says, adding that’s why people
want to know they’re getting the best care.
Grinspun agrees that guidelines will continue to bring relief to patients in the years to
come. In fact, she says as the government
turns to RNAO to develop more BPGs, it
will be the efforts of RNAO staff, and the
thousands of health-care professionals across

Canada who volunteer, that will ensure the
guidelines continue to provide knowledge
that will help nurses to refine their practice.
She says the program will keep growing
because the guidelines are driven by the
commitment each and every RN has for
patient care.
“Nurses have a passion for clinical practice,” Grinspun says.“The thousands of hours
of voluntary time nurses spend developing,
pilot testing, implementing and sustaining
guidelines…there’s no price tag for that.And
the real winners at the end of the day are
patients.” RN
JILL SCARROW IS STAFF WRITER AT RNAO.

Upcoming conference to draw wound
care professionals from around the world
Wound care specialist Patricia Coutts remem-

RNs who will participate in this June’s event,

bers when Toronto was selected to be the host

the largest gathering of international wound

city for this summer’s Third Congress of the

care professionals under one roof. It is expect-

World Union of Wound Healing Societies

ed to draw up to 5,000 participants, including

(WUWHS). That was four years ago, and it was

nurses, physicians, researchers and educators.

exciting news for anyone involved in RNAO’s

Its goal is to give professionals from different

best practice guidelines (BPG) program.

disciplines, cultures and nationalities an

“BPGs are such a big part of the wound
care community,” the guideline panellist and

opportunity to learn about the best available
evidence in wound care.

researcher says. They’ve been instrumental in

“It’s very exciting that we’ve used our

shifting the practice of wound care from an

guidelines to establish the foundation for our

art to a science, she adds, saying it is an evolv-

involvement in this conference,” says Inter-

ing field and the association has played a big

national Affairs and Best Practice Guidelines

role in building scientific knowledge for bet-

Associate Director Heather McConnell. As the

ter patient care.

captain of one of the planning committees,

A presenter for the pressure ulcer portion

McConnell says this summer’s gathering is a

of the event, Coutts says she can’t wait to dis-

“fabulous opportunity” to provide interna-

cuss this shift with colleagues from other

tional experts with more information about

countries. “Having the foundation of that

RNAO’s work. “It’s an area where our knowl-

science piece developed by RNAO is some-

edge is leading edge.”

thing I’m very proud of,” she says.

In addition to the focused sessions on

RN Heather Orsted has also been involved

pressure ulcers, the conference also includes

in the BPG program. She’s been a panellist

seminars on diabetic foot ulcers, leg ulcers,

for two wound care BPGs, and in 2004 facili-

acute wounds, ostomy, continence and skin

tated a number of BPG workshops across

care, and research. “It should be really fun,”

the country. She will co-chair the Congress,

Coutts says, admitting that four years is a

and admits the event won’t be the first

long time to wait for the wound care commu-

opportunity she’s had to share with interna-

nity to converge on Canadian soil. She admits

tional colleagues the marvels of RNAO’s

to wondering if the event would ever come.

guidelines. “I’ve taken the BPGs to Europe,

“Now, it’s just around the corner.”

Mexico, Iran,” she says of her travels as a con-

To find out more about WUWHS, visit

sultant for the Canadian Association of

www.worldunion2008.com or contact the

Wound Care. “Wherever I go, I make sure I

University of Toronto’s Continuing Education

have them in my back pocket.”

and Professional Development office at 416-

Coutts and Orsted are just two of many

978-2719/1-888-512-8173. RN
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ou’re unlikely to find the latest edition of “pressure-ulcer”
Jeopardy on store shelves, but RN Sylvia Cashmore has a
copy she’s willing to lend out. The Director of Resident
Care for St. Joseph’s at Fleming long-term care facility in
Peterborough is, in fact, the keeper of the one and only copy of the
unique game – created by two third-year nursing students she hired
to raise awareness of RNAO’s Risk Assessment and Prevention of
Pressure Ulcers best practice guideline (BPG).
An ardent supporter of BPGs, Cashmore is proud of the creative
ways she and her staff are taking guidelines off the printed page and
putting them into practice. She says the travelling-Jeopardy game,
which made stops on all of the nursing home’s many units last summer, is just one example of that creativity.
Cashmore hired the students to tackle the issue of pressure ulcers
after attending a workshop hosted by RNAO.“It fires you up,” she
says of her involvement with guidelines.“It makes you really look
at yourself and think, yeah, we can do better here.”
In addition to creating the mock quiz show, the students worked
with RPNs and health-care aides to identify residents at risk, and
introduce turning routines. By the summer’s end, the incidence of
new pressure ulcers had fallen from four per cent to just less than 1
(0.5) per cent.
The challenge, Cashmore admits, is sustaining these results now
that the students have returned to school. She’s secured late-career
funding to hire an RN to spend one day a week devoted to wound
care, and she’s hopeful the rates will remain low.
Irmajean Bajnok, Director of RNAO’s International Affairs and
Best Practice Guidelines (IABPG) Program, says RNs like Cashmore
are implementing guidelines in hundreds of workplaces around
Ontario. In fact, the Peterborough nurse is one of nearly 1,600 BPG
champions selected by their employers to bring guidelines to life.
These champions have a central role to play in changing practice.
“They attend workshops to learn about the guidelines, evidencebased practice, and change processes,” Bajnok says. “They emerge
with a very different view of clinical excellence, and have the skills to
begin to see that BPGs are implemented.”
Bajnok is also relying on other frontline nurses to generate excitement for the guidelines, particularly RNs researching and implementing BPGs as part of the association’s Advanced Clinical Practice
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Fellowship (ACPF) program.These RNs take 12-weeks of leave from
their regular work to develop in-depth knowledge in a specific clinical area.They are mentored by advance practice nurses, and develop
leadership skills that will help them implement practice changes once
they’re back at their workplaces.
There are also 21 Best Practice Spotlight Organizations (BPSO)
that have committed to implementing multiple BPGs and evaluating their impact on nursing practice and patient outcomes. In
return, RNAO provides funding and training expertise.The association is also actively exploring similar types of spotlight partnerships with academic institutions, many of which have integrated
BPGs into their course curriculum. Bajnok is thrilled with this initiative suggesting it signals the beginning of “…hubs of nursing
excellence where practice, education and research come together
to inform evidence-based guidelines.”
Bajnok believes the BPSOs, BPG champions, and ACPF fellows
have an important role to play in bringing about individual, organizational and even system changes. She says she’s in awe of the phenomenal work being done by nurses across the province.
RN Nancy Bauer is one of those nurses. She helps champions get
the support they need when they’re advocating for change in their
workplaces. She is one of three local champion facilitators selected by

Kay Khan
Laura Callaghan
(left), Gloria
Morris (centre),
and Coleen
Flynn (right)

Sylvia Cashmore

Colleen Lackey

RNAO to offer resources and support to nurses across the province.
Bauer says she’s been hooked on BPGs since 2000, when she was part
of the panel that developed the guideline entitled Assessment and
Management of Stage I to IV Pressure Ulcers.Today, she leads workshops all
over the south-east and south-west regions of Ontario.The Windsorbased RN says no matter where she goes, the challenges champions
face are always the same.They often feel overwhelmed by the amount
of work it takes to bring BPGs to life. But she always tells them that
instead of waiting to celebrate at the final moment of full implementation, the key is to mark each achievement along the way.
“Before the guideline gets implemented you have to purchase
equipment…get approvals to buy the equipment. Celebrating these
milestones keeps things alive,” she says.
IABPG Associate Director Heather McConnell is excited about
the work Bauer and other facilitators are doing. She’s also energized
by the role of BPSOs in shedding light on how nurses create change
in health care. According to McConnell, there are two kinds of
BPSOs: those that have already received official BPSO designation
(9), and are continuing to work with the guidelines; and those that are

working towards that designation as BPSO candidates (12).
Candidates receive RNAO funding for three-years. McConnell
says she’s looking forward to seeing the results from the research projects the current BPSO candidates are involved in, which are examining how BPGs affect staff and patient outcomes.
The Niagara Regional Public Health Department (NRPHD) is
one of those BPSO candidates doing research. It’s also the first public
health unit to assume the role. Champions at NRPHD are implementing four guidelines, including Client Centred Care, Enhancing
Healthy Adolescent Development, Breastfeeding Best Practice Guidelines for
Nurses and Prevention of Childhood Obesity. RN Coleen Flynn, project
co-ordinator, says the group work is getting underway to study how
nurses, and mothers, are using the breastfeeding resource. She believes
every organization should consider becoming a BPSO because it
inspires everyone to deliver better care.
“It’s such a worthwhile effort,” she says.“You’re going to build on
any strengths, and you’re going to find those people who are passionate about nursing.”
RN Laura Callaghan is one of those people.
Last spring, Callaghan was working casually in Niagara public
health’s pre-natal program and decided she needed a new challenge.
She applied for ACPF funding to spend six months examining the
Prevention of Childhood Obesity guideline. Callaghan says many parents
Registered Nurse Journal
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don’t recognize when their kids are overweight. To keep children
healthy, moms and dads need the kind of knowledge nurses have to
share.That’s where she came in.
During her fellowship, Callaghan developed parent-friendly
newsletters about childhood obesity. She also developed a chart to
help families evaluate their preschooler’s weight and growth. She
is currently waiting for approval to implement the chart across
the health unit and distribute it to local school boards. She hopes it
will be used by family doctors and NPs, and she has ambitions
to publish her work in academic journals; an unexpected, but welcome, opportunity.
“It’s really taken me places I wouldn’t have normally gone because
of time constraints,” she says of the professional doors that have
opened over the past year.
ACPF fellow and Hamilton RN Colleen Lackey says the role also
gave her the chance to get involved in a way she never thought possible. In 2007, Lackey, a staff nurse on a medicine floor at Hamilton
Health Sciences (HHS), studied the Prevention of Falls and Fall Injuries
in the Older Adult guideline as part of her ACPF. Today, that BPG is
being implemented across all five sites at her organization. Lackey also
sits on committees where she shares tips on how to get already overworked RNs to make the guideline a top priority. She’s adamant
about the need to introduce BPGs in ways that won’t add paperwork
to the many responsibilities nurses have every day.
Lackey is excited about some of the initiatives HHS has implemented since her ACPF work. She says all staff are learning about falls
prevention, and the organization recently started placing alarms on
new beds, alerting staff if a patient is about to fall. Signs are also starting to appear at some bedsides warning staff to be aware that a patient
is at higher risk of falling because, for example, they’ve fallen before.
HHS is also distributing flyers so patients and families can help prevent falls at home.
These initiatives build on some of the projects started by HHS’s
Delirium, Restraint and Falls Prevention (DERF) Patrol, a team of
nurses (including Lackey), physiotherapists, occupational therapists
and social workers that has developed a pamphlet outlining what
family members should bring for loved ones during a hospital stay.

The patrol is now looking at which specific recommendations from
the BPG make the most sense for the medicine unit. She is eager to
see how the guideline will help them build on the successes they have
achieved so far.
Lackey says the introduction of the BPG, combined with the
work of DERF, has nurses on the unit talking about ways they can
keep patients safe.That’s an important step, she says, because if there’s
one thing her fellowship taught her, it’s that changing practice is a
time consuming process, and one that, as Bauer says, needs to be celebrated along the way. One of the rewards for Lackey is seeing other
nurses getting as excited about best practice as she is.
Nurse clinician Kay Khan also knows how important it is to
generate enthusiasm for BPGs. A certified asthma and COPD educator at Toronto’s University Health Network, she has been involved
in the BPG program since joining the panel that developed Adult
Asthma Care Guidelines for Nurses: Promoting Control of Asthma. She
says staff members at UHN’s Asthma and Airways Centre, are
already using best practices.The challenge is to get staff throughout
the hospital to follow suit.
For almost 20 years, Khan has taught nurses, physicians and pharmacists how to show patients the proper way to use their inhalers.
She’s provided guidance for many health-care professionals so they
can help patients develop action plans to manage their condition.All
nurses should understand how to use an inhaler properly so that
patients are getting the best information, whether they’re in the airways clinic or in the emergency department.
As champions, ACPF fellows and BPSOs continue their work
with BPGs, nurses and other health-care providers are likely to find
themselves incorporating new knowledge into practice every day.
Khan, Lackey, Callaghan, Flynn and Cashmore are just a small sampling of RNs who have developed creative ways of embedding BPGs
into their workplaces. And more nurses are signing on. In
Peterborough, Cashmore says she’ll be hiring third-year nursing students again this year as she takes on her next challenge: introducing
the falls prevention guideline.
JILL SCARROW IS STAFF WRITER FOR RNAO.

Shining a ‘spotlight’ on excellence
Best Practice Spotlight Organizations (BPSO) come in two varieties: BPSO

develop strategies to implement guidelines in selected areas of their

Candidates and Designated BPSO. BPSO Candidates are those organiza-

organization. BPSOs are committed to evaluating patient outcomes and

tions that have signed a three-year partnership with RNAO that includes

practice changes, and are responsible for sustaining BPGs for the long

funding to operationalize their plan to implement and evaluate BPGs.

term. After three years, these organizations ‘graduate’ to Designated

They must build a team of champions to raise awareness of BPGs, and

BPSO status, and continue their work with the guidelines independently.

BPSO Candidates include:

• Niagara Regional Public Health Department
• St. Joseph’s Health Care, Hamilton

• Chatham-Kent Health Alliance

• St. Joseph’s Healthcare, London

• Niagara Health System

• Extendicare York

• The Ottawa Hospital

• Royal Victoria Hospital, Barrie

• Hamilton Health Sciences
• Hamilton/Niagara/Haldimand/Brant
Community Care Access Centre
• Hospital for Sick Children
• Hotel-Dieu Grace Hospital, Windsor
• London Health Sciences Centre
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• McGill University Health Centre

• Cambridge Memorial Hospital
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(funded by Health Canada)

• Saint Elizabeth Health Care
Designated BPSOs include:
• Hôpital Charles LeMoyne (funded by
Health Canada)
• Hôpital régional de Sudbury
Regional Hospital

• University Health Network
• VON Canada
• West Park Healthcare Centre

PANELS A PIVOTAL PART
OF IMPROVING PRACTICE
Nurses who volunteer as panellists for RNAO’s BPGs say they welcome this
rare opportunity to think about their practice, give back to the profession,
and place themselves in a patient’s shoes. BY JILL-MARIE BURKE

Illustration: Jason Schneider/Stocko.cc

IT

sounds like the scenario for a
new reality show. Invite a dozen
or so nurses who have expertise
in a particular subject area to participate in
a project benefiting peers and patients
around the world. Choose nurses who
represent a variety of sectors, geographic
regions and roles.Their task: review hundreds of research studies related to a specific clinical or healthy work environment
topic and ask them to work together to
develop evidence-based best practice
guidelines (BPG). Give them a tight deadline and tell them they must complete
their task while juggling the demands of
career and family life. Oh, and remind them they won’t be paid a
cent for their efforts.The good news? They don’t have to live together and nobody gets kicked off the island.
While you may never see this drama unfold on prime-time television, the nurses who volunteer for RNAO’s BPG panels live and
breathe it for the 16 months (on average) it takes to develop a
guideline. Why would already busy professionals volunteer for this
difficult task? According to panel members, the rewards greatly outweigh the challenges.
Ask any panellist about the benefits of participation and odds are
they’ll tell you about the dynamic colleagues they’ve had the privilege of collaborating with. Rani Srivastava, who chaired the panel
that developed Embracing Cultural Diversity in Health Care: Developing
Cultural Competence, describes her colleagues as “passionate and genuine.” She says they also model the key values identified in the guideline: inclusivity, commitment, and respect.
According to Toba Miller, panel lead for Oral Health: Nursing
Assessment and Interventions, sitting on a BPG panel provides nurses
with a rare opportunity: time to think about their practice and the
profession.“It’s a different kind of busy than we usually experience
in our clinical work,” she says, adding that she’s grateful for the
opportunity to reflect on the literature and improve practice.
Karen Eisler, a member of the Developing and Sustaining Nursing
Leadership panel, says that when their guideline was complete she
missed the lively panel discussions. She and her colleagues agree that
“leadership is for all roles in nursing, whether you’re at the bedside or
you’re the CEO.” She’s confident they’ve created a document that all
nurses can use to increase their leadership skills.
Srivastava and her team say their guideline, related to culture and

diversity, required exploration of politically-sensitive topics that make many
people uncomfortable. They decided to
address the most controversial topics in a
section of the guideline called ‘thorny
issues.’ She says being on the panel
taught her the importance of having difficult conversations and how to
approach them.
In addition to deciding on the scope
and wording of guidelines, panellists
must constantly consider the needs of
health-care professionals using the
BPGs, and the patients who benefit from
their implementation. Providing information that is easily accessible is a top priority. Elaine Santa Mina,
panel lead for the Assessment and Care of Adults at Risk of Suicidal
Ideation and Behaviour guideline, which is in the final stages of development, explains: “We often said to ourselves ‘So, if I’m working
evenings in a nursing home and I think someone who’s really
depressed might take their own life, would this document be
straightforward enough for me.’” She and her fellow panellists believe
they’ve achieved their goal by incorporating scenarios and vignettes,
and making sure key information is concise and easy to find.
The same is true for all BPGs. Panellists developing Decision
Support for people with Chronic Kidney Disease try to put themselves in
the patient’s position. “Every day people have to make decisions
about their lifestyles and what they’re doing to help manage their
disease,” explains panel co-chair Mary Ann Murray. The guideline
provides nurses with strategies to discuss care options with patients
and provide the decision support they need.
Feelings of exhaustion, relief and pride are what most panellists
describe when they’ve completed a BPG.“I feel quite amazed by the
whole process and what we accomplished in a fairly short period of
time,” says Miller.“In a year, we went from reviewing the literature to
having very practical clinical, educational and organizational recommendations.We were quite proud of our achievements.”
Would panellists recommend the experience to other nurses?
Absolutely.“I think people should think seriously about how much
they can contribute and what a positive experience it is for their own
professional development, but also for the profession and, bottom
line, for patients,” says Murray.
JILL-MARIE BURKE IS MEDIA RELATIONS COORDINATOR AT RNAO.
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Curious and creative researcher
committed to evaluating BPGs
For Barbara Davies, publishing the results of nursing
research is a top priority. BY JILL-MARIE BURKE

IF

Barbara Davies had pursued her first
love by studying music at university,
it’s possible that today she’d be conducting a symphony orchestra instead of
conducting nursing research. Lucky for the
profession, a keen interest in health care and
the desire for a people-oriented career led
the talented high school French horn and
piano player to enter a nursing degree program, igniting her passion for best practices.
Davies graduated from the University of
Toronto (U of T) with an undergraduate
degree in nursing in 1974. She began her
career in the labour and delivery unit at
Toronto’s Women’s College Hospital. Her
fascination with maternal and child health
began immediately and continues to this
day. She wrote her PhD thesis on the subject
and won the Society of Obstetricians and
Gynaecologists of Canada’s award for best
obstetrics research in 1999.
Davies credits three people with influencing her career. Her father, who had a
PhD in physics, was one of them.“The creative, curious part of doing research definitely came from (him),” she explains. The
dean of the nursing school at Yale
University, where Davies taught in the nurse
midwifery program, was also instrumental.
“She (Donna Diers) thought it was so
important for nurses to do research to show
the power of nursing to improve people’s
health,” she recalls of Diers’ support and
advice about publishing her research findings. Ellen Hodnett, Davies’ PhD supervisor
at U of T, is another mentor that she says
taught her a great deal about using the best
evidence to answer clinical questions.
Davies assumed the role of Co-Director
for the Nursing Best Practice Research
Unit (NBPRU), a partnership between the
University of Ottawa and RNAO, when it
was established in 2005. NBPRU is
unique, she says, because it is a partnership
between an academic setting and a professional association.
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“It’s important to partner with groups
that are representing the practice side,” she
says.“We bring different things to the table.
RNAO brings a strong professional association and we (the academics) bring considerable research experience and lots of energy,”
she explains.
While BPGs weren’t part of the nursing
school curriculum when Davies was studying in 1974, she is pleased to see them in
schools today, and the influence they have
on patient care. “While the caring dimension of nursing has always been there – and
still is – best practices have made the knowledge dimension of nursing more explicit,”
she explains.
Davies’ greatest zeal is for researching
clinical practice issues and their effects on
patient health and clinical outcomes. “I like
to get out to the clinical sites and talk to the
nurses,” she says. She recently co-authored a
study on the impact that the implementation
of a number of RNAO’s BPGs has had on
the delivery of care in hospitals and community settings. Nurses and administrators at 11
health-care organizations participated in the

one-year project, which found statistically
significant improvements for patients with
asthma, diabetes and venous leg ulcers.
These days, one of her favourite research
projects is a study of organizations that have
been able to implement and sustain BPGs
across many disciplines. Her research will
determine why these organizations have
been so successful.
Davies says it’s sometimes a challenge to
juggle the demands of co-directing the
NBPRU, conducting research, teaching, and
being a spouse and mother. But she thrives
on the variety in her career. She is currently
involved in 12 projects, half of which focus
on guideline evaluation. She’s also incorporated two of RNAO’s BPGs – Embracing
Cultural Diversity in Health Care: Developing
Cultural Competence and Supporting and
Strengthening Families through Expected and
Unexpected Life Events – into her course curriculum for post-RN students.
While it’s hard to imagine Davies being
any more productive, her goal for the next
year is to spend less time speaking about
her research findings and more time writing about them. “I really want to get the
results of (NBPRU) research into scientific
literature,” she says. “Nursing is the largest
health professional group, but it’s not
known as a research group.We have a lot of
power to make patients better and we just
need to inform the scientific community
and the public on why nursing care makes
a difference.”
Davies has another important dream.
She hasn’t played the French horn in over
30 years and rarely plays the piano. She’d
love to pick them up again. There’s no
doubt this highly motivated and determined nurse researcher will find a way to
squeeze music practice into her already
busy schedule. RN
JILL-MARIE BURKE IS MEDIA RELATIONS
COORDINATOR AT RNAO.

RNs VIEW QUEEN’S PARK
DIFFERENTLY AFTER
VISITING WITH MPPs
Three RNAO members tell us how their view of the political process –
and each individual nurse’s role in influencing policy – changed after
participating in the association’s 9th Annual Queen’s Park Day on Jan. 24.
BY JILL SCARROW

Conservative Health Critic and Kitchener-Waterloo MPP Elizabeth
Witmer (centre) hosted a roundtable discussion in her Queen’s Park
office with (clockwise from bottom left) Sharon Neve-Gray,
Ellen Otterbein, Hilda Swirsky and Luise Wood.

The Honourable Margarett Best, Minister of Health Promotion (third
from left), participated in an afternoon roundtable discussion with RNAO
members (L to R) Ann Marie Sutherland, Robin Buckland, board members
Carmen James-Henry and Claudine Bennett, and Debbie Kane.

E

laine Lo, Keith King and Angela Cooper Brathwaite each
attended RNAO’s Queen’s Park Day for different reasons. Lo, a
nursing student at York University, participated because she
needed to fulfill a requirement for one of her courses. King was there
to give voice to one of the association’s newest interest groups, the
Men in Nursing Interest Group (MINIG). And Cooper Brathwaite
attended because it was a chance to finally visit Queen’s Park, something she never had the opportunity to do as RNAO’s board representative for socio-political affairs in the early 90s.
Although their motives were different, these three members discovered they had one thing in common: it was their first time at an
event that has grown exponentially since its inception in 1999.They
were joined by more than 120 RNs from across Ontario, each eager
to hear from Liberal, Conservative and NDP MPPs about their views
on important social, health and nursing policies.Their day was broken
into two parts: a morning session with keynote presentations from
each party; and afternoon meetings with MPPs where they would
chat in small group settings.
Like their colleagues, Lo, King and Cooper Brathwaite arrived at
the event ready to engage with politicians. They received briefing
notes outlining RNAO’s position on hot-button topics such as safeguarding not-for-profit financing and delivery of health care, increasing access to primary health care, strengthening the nursing workforce,
planning for a comprehensive poverty reduction strategy, and increas-

NDP Health Critic and Nickel Belt MPP France Gélinas (second from right)
met with RNAO members (L to R) Nicole Szumlanski, Pamela Pogue, Nancy
Matthew-Maich, Veronica Jacildo and Nicole Shank.

ing awareness of the connection between health and the environment.
Lo admits that when she first decided to go to Queen’s Park, it was
because one of her professors requires students to attend an RNAO
meeting. She figured she’d be propping her eyelids open during
drawn-out political speeches. Instead, she developed a new appreciation for how much politicians value nurses’ positions.
“It showed me how much influence nurses have,” she says.
Health Minister George Smitherman’s commitments to the profession were particularly inspiring for Lo. During his morning
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keynote address, he talked about his goal to have 70 per cent of all
nurses working full time and his plans to create safer workplaces for
RNs. He also addressed the need to establish 9,000 additional nursing
positions in the province, improve workplace safety, establish 25 more
nurse-practitioner led clinics, and reform the home-care system.
“If we apply the lessons that we’ve learned together, we can make
a lot of progress for the patients of Ontario,” he said.
Queen’s Park Day was also a great chance to more clearly understand social determinants of health, Lo says. Hearing the conviction
RNs have to ease poverty and clean up the environment exposed her
to “nursing’s social conscience.”
NDP health critic France Gélinas discussed her party’s view on
social determinants of health when she spoke at the morning session.
She also called on the Liberal government to stop using private part-

nerships to fund public hospitals, stop the competitive bidding process
in home care, and raise the minimum wage to $10/hour immediately.
She was joined at the podium by MPP and environment critic Peter
Tabuns, who thanked nurses for their support on environmental
issues, including the shift to ban cosmetic pesticides in communities
across Ontario.
Gélinas urged RNAO and nurses to continue to make sure their
MPPs recognize how important these issues are to overall health.“By
linking social and economic policies…we will see the changes needed
to achieve our goal of enhancing health and well-being for Ontarians.”
As a former board member, Cooper Brathwaite is no stranger to
political speeches. She says this year’s event reinforced her view that
nurses have a responsibility to ensure MPPs of all political stripes are
held accountable for the promises they make to secure their seats in

Premier Dalton McGuinty dropped by the luncheon at RNAO’s annual Queen’s Park Day to mingle with members. He had a chance to
congratulate several award winners, including the BPG PhD Fellowship recipient Nancy Matthew-Maich (second from left) and representatives
from Peel (Chapter of the Year) and NPAO (Interest Group of the Year). Above (L to R): Claudine Bennett (Peel), Matthew-Maich, RNAO President
Mary Ferguson-Paré, McGuinty, Julie Curitti (Leadership Award, Political Action, Peel), Jannine Bolton (Peel), Angela Shaw (Leadership Award,
Political Action, Peel), Norma Nicholson (Peel), Pamela Pogue (NPAO), Franklin Gorospe (Peel), and RNAO Executive Director Doris Grinspun.

RNAO hands out recognition awards at Queen’s Park
• The RNAO Leadership Award in Political

mobilizing members through active partici-

patient access to health care. NPAO speaks

Action is given to member(s) who partici-

pation in RNAO initiatives. Peel Chapter’s

out on regulatory changes, and supports

pate in political action that improves health

ongoing political advocacy, membership

members through ongoing communication

or positively profiles nursing. Peel chapter

recruitment, and involvement with RNAO

and meetings.

members Julie Curitti and Angela Shaw

activities has earned it this award for the

received this year’s award for their dedica-

second straight year.

tion to securing increases in funding for
meals in long-term care. According to those

• RNAO’s Nursing Best Practice Guidelines
(BPG) Doctoral Fellowship Program awards

• Interest Group of the Year members

$25,000 to a nurse who will research clinical

who nominated the pair, their work will

participate in RNAO activities, influence

guidelines. Nancy Matthew-Maich is this

improve the quality of life for all residents

decision makers, and exhibit strong team-

year’s recipient. Her research, funded by

who live in long-term care.

work and leadership. The Nurse Practi-

RNAO and the government of Ontario,

tioners’ Association of Ontario was

will examine how the Breastfeeding Best

recognized this year for advancing

Practice Guidelines for Nurses is being

awareness of the NP role in improving

implemented in hospitals.

• RNAO’s Chapter of the Year best demonstrates commitment to the association by
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Keith King (second from right, standing) waits by the microphone to
ask Health Minister George Smitherman about his position on
improving mental health services in rural Ontario.

the legislature. She appreciated that all the politicians who participated
spoke honestly on the issues.That includes Conservative Leader John
Tory, who said all nurses and nurse practitioners need to work to their
full scope of practice to improve access to care.
His response to questions about private/public partnerships
(P3s), however, concerned Cooper Brathwaite. Tory said he supports P3s as long as the care offered inside the hospital remains universally accessible.
“I believe we must invite private innovation, private capital,
subject to reasonable constraints, into the health-care system to
help us make it more innovative and
“We can always
more effective in terms of how (care)
is delivered,” Tory said, adding “…as
educate them...
long as the principle is maintained that
people are going to have their OHIP
influence them.
card to access any part of that system at
Hopefully, they’re any time.”
Cooper Brathwaite worries this
position
undermines Medicare, but says
open enough
it also inspires her to encourage other
to look at the
nurses to be politically active. She
believes the best way to change politialternatives. That cians’ minds is to make sure they get the
best evidence, especially when it comes
comes through
to the pitfalls of P3s and alternative
funding procurements (AFP).
dialogue.”
“We can always educate them…
Angela Cooper Brathwaite
influence
them,” she says. “Hopefully,
on meeting with MPPs
they’re open enough to look at the alternatives.That comes through dialogue.”
King, president of MINIG, frequently writes letters to MPPs but
admits he’s had little opportunity for those face-to-face meetings that
promote dialogue and influence politicians. He says Queen’s Park
Day gave him insight into the inner-workings of political advocacy. It
also gave him a chance to raise issues close to his heart, including the
need for more comprehensive mental health and addiction services in
rural Ontario.
King grew up in northern Alberta, and now works in mental
health and addictions at Toronto’s St. Joseph’s Health Centre. He says
a lack of supportive housing and limited access to health professionals
are just two of the challenges people with mental illness face.

Angela Cooper Brathwaite (second from left, back) meets with NDP MPP
Andrea Horwath during the afternoon roundtable sessions.

He asked Smitherman about the government’s plan to invest in
rural mental health. Smitherman said the government needs to look
at data to see where mental health funding should be directed. King
says he understands urban and rural areas have different needs, but
those who live in small communities should also be able to access
services close to home.“I really feel that rural Canadians are underserviced in mental health and addictions. It causes great hardships to
families and communities.”
King also raised the issue when he met with Conservative MPP
Sylvia Jones during the event’s afternoon break-out sessions. Critic
for community and social services and an MPP in the rural area of
Dufferin-Caledon, Jones was interested in hearing about the lack of
housing and psychiatrists for this population. King was impressed by
her attentiveness, and says he now has a greater appreciation of the
work opposition parties can do to hold the government accountable.
The experience “…changed the way I think about how decisions are made at the legislative level,” King said. “It seems very
clear to me that those one-on-one conversations that we have with
the people in (political) power probably have the greatest influence
on the work they do.” RN

Elaine Lo (back row, centre) was one of many nursing students who played
an important role at this year’s event. In addition to attending Queen’s
Park activities, some of the students spent a week with RNAO’s board
of directors and staff, learning about RNAO’s policy, communications and
membership work.

JILL SCARROW IS STAFF WRITER AT RNAO.
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NEWS
Lynn McDonald

toYou
to Use
University of Guelph sociology
professor Lynn McDonald, a passionate
researcher of Florence Nightingale’s
life, continues to publish her 16-volume
Collected Works of Florence Nightingale.
Volume 1 came out in 2002 and
Volume 10, which details Nightingale’s
public health work in India, was
released in December. This year marks
the 150th anniversary of one of
Nightingale’s important writings on
what went wrong with military
hospitals during the Crimean War.

Niagara Health System (NHS) is crediting its new safe needle practices for a 40 per cent decrease in needlestick injuries reported by health professionals since 2005. Three years ago, there were 81 such injuries
reported at the hospital. Last year, that number dropped to 50. NHS says it’s because they’re not only
using safer needles, but also wall-mounted disposal bins that seal up after a needle is dropped inside.

In February, former provincial chief nursing officers Kathleen
MacMillan and Mary Beth Valentine, and RNAO Executive
Director Doris Grinspun, received honourary memberships from
the Nurse Practitioners’Association of Ontario (NPAO).The
three women were acknowledged for their work in advancing
the NP role. Linda Jones, Johanne Mousseau-Edwards and Wendy
Goodine also received honourary life memberships for their
leadership. Each spent time as NPAO chair in the past.

From left: Kathleen MacMillan, Mary
Beth Valentine and Doris Grinspun

In recognition of its innovative approach to bringing nurses’ stories to life, the Nursing Channel at
Toronto’s University Health Network received two awards at the 39th biennial Sigma Theta Tau
International convention in November: Best in Media and Knowledge Advancement. The Nursing Channel
is a website (www.nursingchannel.ca) that allows nurses to share details of their work with other health
professionals and the public. Recently, one nurse shared her experiences working in Tanzania.

Endoscopy nurses at Hamilton Health Sciences will be among the first in Ontario to receive training on
the province’s flexible sigmoidoscopy pilot project, which will allow them to screen for colorectal cancer
in people at risk of developing the disease.The project, funded by the Ministry of Health and Cancer
Care Ontario, will expand access to the test for patients at average risk rather than just those at high risk.
Nursing students at Peterborough’s Trent University may soon have to climb over piles of debris and
duck under scaffolding when the university begins construction on its health sciences facility. The
$9.8 million project was approved in February, and will allow the school to expand its undergraduate
and graduate nursing programs.

RNAO BOARD HIGHLIGHTS
RNAO’s board of directors meets four times a year to discuss issues of importance to the profession, including social determinants
of health, Medicare and nursing. At its Jan. 26 meeting in Toronto, board members discussed changes to the association’s bylaws
that will be presented at this spring’s annual general meeting. The group also reviewed RNAO’s position statements on workplace
violence, protecting the environment, and recruiting nurses from other countries. Read a summary of the topics that were covered
by logging onto the ‘members only’ section of the RNAO website (www.rnao.org).
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March/April 2008

Calendar

April

June

August

April 11-12
Ninth Annual Options for
Diabetes Conference
Holiday Inn
Kingston, Ontario
Contact Margaret Little, 613-5473438 or hartwork@kingston.net

June 4-8
3rd Congress of the World Union
of Wound Healing Societies
Hosted by the University of
Toronto, Faculty of Medicine
and Departments of Medicine
and Public Health Sciences
Metro Toronto
Convention Centre
Toronto, Ontario
www.wuwhs2008.ca

August 10-15
Creating Healthy Work
Environments Summer Institute
Delta Pinestone Resort
Haliburton, Ontario

April 22
Preceptorship for Nurses
Regional Workshop
Video Conference
RNAO Home Office
Toronto, Ontario

May
May 12-18
National Nursing Week
Think you know nursing?
Take a closer look. Please
consult your local chapter or
interest group executive for
information about events in
your community.
May 16
RNAO Health Care Exposition
and Nursing Career Fair
Delta Chelsea Inn
Toronto, Ontario
www.rnao.org/careerfair
May 22
Sharing Visions of Practice
and Possibility: Esprit,
Excellence and Evolution
PNEIG Spring Symposium
Arcadian Court
Toronto, Ontario

June 5-6
Family Practice Nurses Conference
Sheraton Centre
Toronto, Ontario
June 8-13
6th Annual Nursing Best Practice
Guidelines Summer Institute
Foundational Stream
Nottawasaga Inn and
Convention Centre
Alliston, Ontario
June 11-13
6th Annual Nursing Best Practice
Guidelines Summer Institute
Knowledge Booster Stream
Nottawasaga Inn and
Convention Centre
Alliston, Ontario
June 11
Fight or Flight: New Solutions
and Strategies to Workplace
Conflict: Regional Workshop
(Roadshow Series)
Venue TBA
Hamilton, Ontario

Unless otherwise noted, please contact Victoria van Veen at RNAO’s Centre for
Professional Nursing Excellence at vvanveen@rnao.org or
416-599-1925 / 1-800-268-7199, ext. 227 for further information.

September
September 16
Critical Incident Debriefing
A workshop for nurses and
health-care professionals
RNAO Home Office
Toronto, Ontario
September 25-26
7th Annual International Elder
Care Conference: Older People
Deserve the Best
Hilton Suites Toronto/Markham
Conference Centre
Markham, Ontario

Ontario Association
of Non-Profit Homes and
Services for Seniors
(OANHSS) 2007 Annual
Meeting and Convention
MAY 13-15, 2008
Westin Harbour Castle, Toronto
Leading education in not-forprofit long-term care and
workshops specifically tailored
to gerontological nurses.
Contact Stuart Sweeney,
Education Manager,
(905) 851-8821 ext. 240
ssweeney@oanhss.org
www.oanhss.org
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“Nurses today are working at
maximum capacity. They need
quick access to resources – more
reliable than those a random web
search can yield – to make
informed decisions and enhance
patient outcomes. NurseONE
provides that access.”

Health Care
Leadership and
Management
Program

Carole St. Denis

ENTER
NOW!

Nurse Educator, Surgery, The
Ottawa Hospital, General Campus
Ottawa, Ontario

Visit NurseONE.ca to learn how you can become eligible
to win FREE ENROLLMENT in any of our online Continuing
Education offerings. Login to learn more and discover
how you can increase your chances of winning!

HEALTHCARE JOURNALS, DRUG HANDBOOKS, NURSING E-BOOKS,
INTERACTIVE TRAINING MODULES, LINKS TO COMMUNITIES OF EXPERTS,
GUIDANCE WITH PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

GRANTING UNIVERSITY CREDIT AND
LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT
PROGRAM CERTIFICATE OF COMPLETION
Endorsed by the CNA.
All courses individually facilitated by an
Educational Consultant

Courses Offered:
Leadership/Management in Health Care
Organizations (6 units)
• 9 month course completion
• both theoretical and practical content
important in today’s work environment
Leading Effective Teams in Health Care
Organizations (3 units)
• 6 month course completion
• study of leadership, team dynamics impacting
the workplace, types of and team structure in
health care organizations
Conflict Management in Health Care
Organizations (3 units)
• 6 month course completion
• explores the types and processes of conflict
in health care organizations and applies
theory and research to conflict situations in
the current workplace
Quality Management in Health Care
Organizations (3 units)
• 6 month course completion
• theories, concepts including safety culture
leadership in creating a culture of accountability
• critically analyzes and applies paradigms to
address quality and safety issues in the
workplace
Advanced Leadership/Management in Health
Care Organizations (6 units)
• 9 month course completion
• builds on the Leadership/Management course
• topics include transformational and
quantum leadership, emotional intelligence
and organizational culture
Integrated Leadership Project (3 units)
• Final course integrates theories and concepts
of the Program and provide opportunities to
apply these to a real situation in the workplace
• Through the use of a champion leader, the
student develops and understanding of
managing key organizational processes
PROGRAM COURSES AVAILABLE IN TUTORIAL
CLASSROOM FORMAT (OVER 12 WEEKS)

For further information please contact:
Leadership and Management Program
McMaster University
Phone: (905) 525-9140 Ext 22409 Fax: (905) 570-0667
Email mgtprog@mcmaster.ca
Website: www.leadershipandmanagement.ca

Programs starting every January,
April & September

MAKE A DIFFERENCE
RNAO is leading the way in developing educational initiatives that contribute
to the quality of patient care in Ontario. We are seeking accomplished RNs to
join the best practice guidelines team.
As a program manager you will be an integral part of the International Affairs
and Best Practice Guidelines team. Facilitating development of new and
existing best practice guidelines is the foundation of the dynamic scope of
work in BPG development. You will work along with other enthusiastic RNs
who share your knowledge of research methodologies, critical literature reviews,
development of research protocols, and data collection and analysis. Project
management experience and excellent communication skills round out the
portfolio of these roles.

Please submit your resume to:
Registered Nurses’
Association of Ontario
Attn: Human Resources
158 Pearl Street
Toronto, Ontario, M5H 1L3
Or by e mail to:
humanresources@RNAO.org
Please visit the project at:
www.RNAO.org/bestpractices

Successful candidates will be registered nurses with current CNO registration,
members of RNAO, and hold a master’s degree in nursing or a related field.
Minimum three years related experience. Full-time contract positions,
renewable annually. Location: Toronto. Salary commensurate with experience.
Come and join a winning team.You will work hard and have fun and fulfillment
as you contribute to strengthening health care and nursing practice.

With over 35 years of experience, Jarlette Health Services cares for more than 1600 residents at 12 long term care homes in Ontario. In
every way, we strive to do the right thing for all our residents and family members from the beginning to the end of every working day.
Our Vision, Purpose and Values attract great people to our organization. These people have been key to the growth of Jarlette Health
Services and will continue to be the reason for our future success. We invite you to see for yourself. Currently we are looking for...

Nursing Management, RNs & RPNs
We have homes located throughout Ontario including:
Alexander Place
Avalon Retirement Centre
Elizabeth Centre
Leacock Care Centre
Meadow Park (Chatham)

Waterdown
Orangeville
Sudbury
Orillia
Chatham

Meadow Park (London)
Manitoulin Lodge
Muskoka Landing
Roberta Place
Villa Care Centre
Southampton Care Centre
Temiskaming Lodge

London
Gore Bay
Huntsville
Barrie
Midland
Southampton
Haileybury

We offer an attractive compensation and benefits package,
comprehensive training, professional development, and career
advancement opportunities. If you would like to join a well respected
organization that has built a tradition of developing mutually
rewarding relationships with our employees and the communities we
serve, please contact: Ms. Mary Barber, Human Resources Manager,
Jarlette Health Services, 689 Yonge Street, Midland, Ontario
L4R 2E1 Fax: 705-528-0023 e-mail: mbarber@jarlette.com

Make more than a Living...

www.Jarlette.com

Make a Difference!
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FORENSIC

HEALTH STUDIES
CERTIFICATE
Find out how science, technology and the law
can be combined to better serve your clients.
Learn current forensic health science principles
and techniques, criminal law procedures, and
how to manage victims of crime in one
multidisciplinary certificate program.
*Offered in partnership with BCIT

APPLY NOW
416.491.5050 x5208
susan.kagan@senecac.on.ca

SCHOOL OF HEALTH SCIENCES

www.senecac.on.ca/healthsc

GET INVOLVED WITH RNAO:
COMMITTEE WORK OPPORTUNITIES
RNAO Board of Directors’ Committees 2008-2010
Term of office is July 1-June 30 (2-year term)
Provincial Bylaws
2 RN member vacancies
Membership Recruitment & Retention
1 RN member vacancy
1 Workplace Liaison Program Chair vacancy
1 Nursing Student vacancy
Nursing Education
1 RN member vacancy
Nursing Practice
1 RN member vacancy
1 PedNIG Representative vacancy
1 SNIG Representative vacancy
1 OARN Representative vacancy
1 Nursing Student vacancy
Emailed submissions of interest are encouraged for all
positions. Interested candidates must submit their CV with
a letter attached, outlining any relevant experience and
describing their interest in the position.
DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSIONS – June 2, 2008
Contact Penny Lamanna at plamanna@rnao.org for further details,
or for a copy of a particular Committee’s Terms of Reference.

I came for the job.
I stayed for the team.
“VCH provides their staff with a multitude of job
options, whether you want to work in an urban
centre or a rural hospital. You have every option
available to you, all within one health authority.“
Leslie B., VCH Registered Nurse

New Challenges. New Horizons.
To find out more and to apply, visit:

www.vch.ca/careers

Phone: 604.875.5152
Toll-Free in North America: 1.800.565.1727

NURSING EDUCATION
INITIATIVE
You may be eligible to receive up to
$1,500 in tuition reimbursement!
For pertinent deadline information or to
obtain a copy of the application form, please
visit the RNAO website at
www.rnao.org
For the most current
information about the
Nursing Education Initiative,
please contact:
RNAO’s Frequently Asked Questions line
1-866-464-4405
OR
educationfunding@rnao.org.

Agitated, Disruptive, Even Violent Patients?

We Can Help!
Learn the skills to safely manage disruptive
and assaultive patients. Join the tens of thousands of
health care professionals who count on the Crisis Prevention
Institute’s proven, practical methods to help defuse disruptive
behaviour before it escalates to a crisis situation..
Visit www.crisisprevention.com/health for more
information and to receive valuable FREE RESOURCES
you can put to use immediately (a $12 value).
Priority Code:
RN800

3315-H North 124th Street • Brookfield, WI 53005 USA
1-800-558-8976 • 1-888-758-6048 TTY
(Deaf, hard of hearing, or speech impaired)
1-262-783-5787 • Fax: 1-262-783-5906
Email: info@crisisprevention.com
www.crisisprevention.com

Crisis Prevention Institute® is a registered trademark of the Crisis Prevention Institute, Inc.

Join us at an
upcoming program!

Hamilton, ON
April 8–11

Toronto, ON
May 27–30

(Taught in French)

Peterborough, ON
July 8–11

Montreal, QC
April 22–25

Winnipeg, MB
June 17–20

Toronto, ON
August 19–22
Ottawa, ON
Sept. 9–12

